The impact of redistricting
Each decade, the General Assembly uses new census

data to exercise its constitutional authority to revisit

boundaries for the commonwealth’s Senate and House

of Delegates, as well as federal congressional boundaries.

Although a primary mandate is to ensure equal representation among districts, it is commonplace in practice for
the process to be manipulated by the majority party for
political gain.4

The result of manipulation is a fiercely divided General

Assembly and a prevalence of noncompetitive elections.

In November 2011, just 27 of 100 House of Delegates races

and 25 of 40 Senate races had both Republican and Democratic candidates. Declared the Washington Post, “This
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politicians’ unwillingness to compromise may be linked to
redistricting; critics of the process say that members of the

have its roots in a byzantine redistricting process that, de-

boundaries in order to protect incumbents or disenfran-

toward elected officials and the political process may well

General Assembly, with the flexibility to redraw district

pending on whom you ask, serves elected officials rather

chise opponents, are less beholden to their constituents.

fully understand the causal link between redistricting and

than constituents picking their elected officials, [you are]

election cycle as anti-incumbent or anti-politician fervor.

Alexandria, Va.-based attorney and the former acting

“When incumbents get to pick their voters rather

the public dissatisfaction that seems to resurface in each

turning democracy on its head,” said Gerry Hebert, an

This article examines the impact of Virginia redistrict-

chief of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Voting Section.

1,2

Hebert, who often has represented Democratic clients in

potential for redistricting reform.

in a lawsuit asking a federal court to redraw congressional

partisan Advisory Commission on Redistricting, and the

redistricting matters, is currently the lawyer for plaintiffs

On the surface, the intractability of significant policy

boundaries in Virginia. “I don’t think that the framers of

for education and transportation—is essentially a matter of polarization. Underneath polarization, however,
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of seeking the high road; in the name of self-interest, both

choose their own voters and draw their electoral maps ac-

3

the constitution had in mind that each decade, whoever
was lucky enough in the general elections would get to
gerrymander districts to solidify their power.”

The dearth of competitive candidates, sometimes due

to minority-party candidates running in gerrymandered
districts without a real shot of winning, often leads to

landslide victories. In the November elections, just seven
of the 40 Senate races—and six of the 100 House races—

were decided by a margin of less than 10 percent.6 Many
legislators, elected in landslides, are thus accountable to
districts constructed to be more partisan than the commonwealth as a whole.

ing, the efficacy and outcomes of the Independent Bi-

issues facing Virginia—such as health care and funding

Senate (the Democrats). Neither party makes any pretense

racy—voters choosing candidates—neatly on its head.”5

The political gridlock that so sours public perception

than voters. Further confounding the matter, few may

majority parties in the House (the Republicans) and the

cordingly, thereby flipping the basic foundation of democ-

By Jesse Tuel and Ashley Nicole Reynolds
Introduction

assisted gerrymandering, carried out [in 2011] by the

“Faced with largely preordained ‘contests,’... voters

are significantly less likely to participate in an election
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if the outcome is already obvious. Over the past decade,

voter turnout for Virginia’s state legislative elections was
on average 10 percentage points lower in uncontested or
noncompetitive races compared with truly competitive
contests. The combination of guaranteed victories and

voter apathy does not bode well for the expectation that
legislators respond to the demands and preferences of

their constituents,” wrote Dustin Cable, a policy associate
with the University of Virginia’s Weldon Cooper Center

for Public Service who served as a demographic advisor
to the Independent Bipartisan Advisory Commission on
Redistricting.4,7
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you decide to run for the Senate or quit. [The process]

strong, the incumbent minority leader, was defeated in

November. “Republican leadership targeted him specifi-

cally, and they successfully removed a huge thorn in their
side,” said Carolyn Fiddler, communications director for
the Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee.

8

Armstrong, also attributing his defeat to redistricting,

said he would not cut a deal to retain his seat. “The public
doesn’t realize it, but the most insidious policy—and one

that permeates everything the [General Assembly] does in
an adverse and negative way—is redistricting,” he said.

9

Armstrong estimated that incumbents in about 80 House

seats are a lock for reelection, thereby thwarting compromise during the legislative session. “You are there until

isn’t just cracked, it’s broken. It’s in shattered pieces on
the floor.”

To some observers, the majority party’s penchant to

bend redistricting for political advantage—a “spoils of

war” approach—is emblematic of another governmental system altogether. “That attitude is a parliamentary
attitude,” a system in which the elected party controls

added, “If you take that attitude, [redistricting] works the
way it’s supposed to work.”

11

Commissioning change
By itself, sentiment—evident on editorial pages, in
5

sity who advised the independent commission.10 “But we

have a representative democracy, where the majority rules
but the minority voice is considered. To the victor [do]

others pursued a more active approach.

In 2007, Powell, president of real-estate developer

Midlothian Enterprises, and Jim Ukrop, former chairman

created the second division so that student maps could

A total of 68 maps and plans were created by the stu-

only once a decade, our goal was to find a way to involve

and federal congressional lines for the House of Represen-

from both teams were invited to present their proposed

1 maps were required to address the criteria of contiguity,

The student competition demonstrated two aspects

Virginia college students in a redistricting exercise that

would coincide with the release of the new census data,
thus exposing students to this infrequent process.

Although we had no idea what kind of response we

would get from students, we were pleasantly surprised

when teams from 13 colleges and universities across the

commonwealth entered the competition. Demonstrating
tremendous civic engagement and a keen concern for

their state, the 150 students who participated brought a

wide spectrum of academic skills and backgrounds to the
process, from political science and information science to
law and geography. From December 2010 to March 2011,
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law school team from the College of William & Mary and
mond, were introduced as competing redistricting bills

explanation for the House of Delegates, Virginia Senate,

special session on redistricting. Additionally, members

tatives. The competition included two divisions. Division

plans before General Assembly redistricting committees.

equipopulation (equitable population numbers in each

of redistricting that should instruct efforts to reform

terest that are respectful of existing political subdivisions,

ing should be more open and accessible; the process no

fairness. Required to address the same criteria, Division 2

General Assembly alone. Generating extensive coverage

competition and representational fairness.

tition inspired genuine public interest in redistricting.

January 2011 of Gov. Bob McDonnell’s Independent Bipar-

than might have been previously thought. Most of the

district), the federal Voting Rights Act, communities of in-

the way it is carried out in the future. First, redistrict-

compactness, electoral competition, and representational

longer needs to be completed behind closed doors by the

maps were prohibited, however, from addressing electoral

in the press about the process and the criteria, the compe-

The reason for two divisions was the formation in late

tisan Advisory Commission on Redistricting. In his charge

main in office versus pursuing what’s best for Virginians.

were able to quickly understand the process and require-

in the Virginia Senate and House of Delegates during the

The competition rules stipulated that each team

political equivalent of which is a politician seeking to re-

resentational fairness. In response to this prohibition, we

members from addressing electoral competition and rep-

produce a redistricting plan with maps and a narrative

sembly introduced the top plans as legislation during the

become a society of instant gratification,” he added, the

prior experience with the software or special understand-

be compared to any maps produced by the commission.
teams spent hundreds of hours developing well-crafted

government. “We need government that looks for solu-

to the commission, McDonnell specifically prohibited

engagement with redistricting. Because redistricting, a

unique event on the political calendar, normally happens

Both businessmen spoke of redistricting not in the

tions, not just promotes ideology,” Ukrop said.14 “We’ve

redistricting as it is currently approached is not enough to

an undergraduate team from the University of Rich-

the competition would have on public awareness of and

Center for Public Policy.

nudge elected officials toward compromise. Powell and

13

special session on redistricting.

ing Competition, we could not have imagined the impact

ness, community, and political leaders and such groups

Center for Public Policy at Christopher Newport Univer-

of political science and director of the Judy Ford Wason

12

dents; and several plans, including those produced by a

become the Virginia College and University Redistrict-

The loose-knit advocacy group was comprised of busi-

as the League of Women Voters and the Virginia Interfaith

and viable plans, and several members of the General As-

Mason University and I began to organize what would

Redistricting Coalition to push for redistricting reform.

context of the business benefits but as a matter of good

By Quentin Kidd
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In response, Richmond businessman Bryce Powell

of Ukrop Super Markets, teamed up to form the Virginia

public opinion polls, and in public forums —against

The Virginia College and University Redistricting Competition

10

designed to work that way.”

of First Market Bank in Richmond and former chairman

everything, said Quentin Kidd, an associate professor

Accessible redistricting
In October 2010, when Michael McDonald of George

not go the spoils in the American political system. It’s not

Second, redistricting is much more accessible to people

students who participated in the competition had no

ing of the data used in redistricting. Nonetheless, they
ments and engage in map-drawing.

The students demonstrated that redistricting is no lon-

ger a process in which only a few people can participate.
Easy-to-use software and census data make redistricting
less an experts’ game than it has ever been.

Quentin Kidd is an associate professor of political science and director of the Judy Ford Wason Center for
Public Policy at Christopher
Newport University, where he
teaches courses on American
political behavior, political
campaigns and elections, and
research methods and quantitative analysis. He served
as an advisor to Virginia’s Independent Bipartisan Advisory
Commission on Redistricting
and on the Virginia Commission for National and Community Service. Kidd, who
holds a Ph.D. in political science from Texas Tech University, served in the U.S. Army and U.S. Army Reserves
as a psychological warfare specialist, including a 1991
combat tour in Kuwait and Iraq.
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Running in a reshaped district, Democrat Ward Arm-
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Senate map variation, Richmond area
Independent commission map No. 1

“I was proud of what the commission accomplished

College of William & Mary map

in a short amount of time,” said Holsworth, a professor
4
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of the Center for Public Policy, and dean of the College

of Humanities and Sciences at Virginia Commonwealth

12

University. Notably, he said, the commission generated
21
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of political science and public administration, director
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Suggested Senate districts in and around Richmond illustrate the wide variance in redistricting approaches. When compared to maps drawn by the independent commission and College of William & Mary students, the Senate map envisioned by HB 5001 (which the governor vetoed) offered the least compact districts. For further
analysis, see the source material in endnote No. 19.

“We spend so much time on these ideological issues that

partisan political advantage and electoral competition”

4

we spend less time on real issues of government.”
17Powell

from the commission’s
purview, which likely damp4
17

joined the coalition, believing there was an op12

12
portunity to create more competitive districts21
and increase

voter turnout. He and Ukrop
10

forts. The coalition

9
proposed

1
raised

money to fund the ef-

a “Virginia Model for Redis-

9

the metrics of federal Voting Rights Act considerations,

11

bency protection, controlling gerrymandering, providing

equal population, compactness, and the splitting of
16

16

13

the legal requirements of compactness, contiguity, equal

11

population, and protection of minority-voter rights.”

15

During Gov. Bob McDonnell’s gubernatorial cam-

paign in 2009, the coalition successfully garnered his

endorsement of a redistricting commission. On Jan. 10,
2011, McDonnell fulfilled that campaign pledge with an
4

executive order establishing the Independent Bipartisan

Advisory
Commission
on Redistricting. For the first time
21
12
16

in Virginia history, a commission would provide to the

General Assembly, the governor, and the public alterna13

9 redistricting maps. The
tive, independently designed

executive order stipulated that plans “must be drawn in
16

a way that maximizes voter participation and awareness
www.via.vt.edu

11

12

and lines should reflect commonsense geographic bound11

aries and strong communities of interests.” The directive,
however, critically “excluded political criteria, such as
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comprised of five Democrats, five Republicans, and an
independent chairman —was charged with weighing

tricting Reform,” which “focused on eliminating incum-

10

When drawing maps, the 11-person commission—
16

13

for ample public comment and review, and adhering to

ened enthusiasm toward the commission’s results.

counties and independent cities. Parenthetically, accord18

ing to the Voting
11 Rights Act of 1965, Virginia, as one of

the states with a history of discrimination, must submit

maps to the U.S. Department of Justice for preclearance.

The act ensures that the commonwealth does not “retro-

gress by reducing the ability of minority groups to elect a
candidate of their choice or by ‘diluting’ minority voting
power.”

19

Led by chairman Bob Holsworth, the commission

aimed to gain input through public forums and a re-

districting competition for college students that drew

plans from 13 Virginia colleges and universities and,
20

ultimately, to produce maps that would demonstrate the

viability of a nonpartisan redistricting process. Following
the governor’s January executive order, the commission
had until April 1 to complete its work— a period of but
two-and-a-half months.

sents Accomack, and the rest get to vote for someone who

primarily represents Portsmouth, even though all live in the
same precinct in Norfolk,” Fraim said. “Living in the same
neighborhood and even going to the same polling booth,

they don’t even get to vote for the same slate much less for
someone who clearly represents Norfolk’s interests.”13

highlighted redistricting’s newfound accessibility, thanks

Excluding political criteria

cated mapping software, anyone can draw credible maps

likely handicapped by the removal from the commission’s

work is available in the final report. )

bency. Holsworth noted that given the absence of politi-

in part to technology: With the introduction of sophisti-

11

10

11

districts. The commission and the college competition also

9

11

16

10

public interest in redistricting and in sensible, compact

13

9

Norfolk precinct vote for someone who primarily repre-

and understand them. (A full account of the commission’s
13

A theme that consistently emerged in the commission’s

four public forums—in Richmond, Roanoke, Fairfax, and

Norfolk—was the public’s favor of commonsense boundaries and communities of interest. In other words, people

prefer to vote alongside their neighbors. “Our maps were
very consistent with the political identity that people
expressed,” Holsworth said.

Michael Amyx, executive director of the Virginia Mu-

nicipal League, told the commission in a public forum that
“slicing up cities, counties, and towns in order to protect
political interests can leave communities disconnected.”

He noted that four senators and seven delegates represent

In the eyes of legislators, the independent maps were

deliberations of such political considerations as incum-

cal criteria, the commission purposefully offered optional
maps alongside its main recommendations, but Hebert,

the voting-rights lawyer, said that incumbency should be
considered in certain cases. Voters have representational

interests: To disregard the benefits of existing relationships
between voters and their elected officials—such as the val-

ue a long-time senator or delegate who chairs an important
committee brings to his or her district—and draw districts

based solely on county or city boundary lines would be an
“overly simplistic” way to redistrict and would introduce
“massive disruption,” Hebert said.

Sen. Mary Margaret Whipple, the Democratic caucus

portions of Chesapeake, while five senators and seven

chair who represents Falls Church and parts of Arlington

has twice the population of Chesapeake. “How are the

disadvantage of the advisory commission’s recommenda-

delegates represent portions of Virginia Beach, which

communities of interest … maintained by diluting that
representation to such an extent that the community is

either overwhelmed by its neighbors or too chopped up to
voice a coherent message?” Amyx asked.

13

Speaking at a forum, Norfolk Mayor Paul Fraim said

that three of Norfolk’s six House districts have only a

small minority of Norfolk residents in them, thus “severely reducing the ability of their voices to be heard in Rich-

mond on issues of concern to them as Norfolk residents.”

Moreover, Fraim explained, two Norfolk neighbors voting
in Precinct 106 might be voting in either House of Del-

egates District 79 or 100. “So part of the residents of that

and Fairfax counties, shared a similar sentiment. “One
tions, in my opinion, was that no deference was given

to the home location of sitting members,” Whipple said.

“Just as districts should not be drawn solely for the benefit
of incumbents, neither should incumbents be arbitrarily
snatched away from the constituents who knew them,

trusted them, and elected them—in some cases numerous
times.”22

(For this article, authors reached out to all Republicans

and Democrats in leadership positions in the Senate and
House of Delegates; response was scant.23)

Furthermore, Hebert said, the commission wasn’t allot-

ted enough time to adequately generate serious debate in
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HB 5001 map

13

Coalition. The governor did a “disservice” to the commis-

criticized the absence of political criteria, distinguishing

ate Democrats had no interest in the commission’s maps.

multiple incumbents into a single district. Hebert also

between nonpartisan redistricting (starting anew, with

a clean slate) and bipartisan (bringing balance based on

voter preference) redistricting. Hebert noted that the state

“They already had their plans drawn up in advance,” he

mission whose recommendations are submitted to the

said.

Those plans didn’t include the commission’s findings.

percent Republican, but some proposed districts are 80

so of course its recommendations were overlooked. [The

“The school of redistricting reform, prominent among

some ‘good government’ activists in the United States,

pointless. The commission had no power or authority,

governor] gave no support to actual, meaningful redistricting reform proposals in the General Assembly.”

Holsworth, a decades-long observer of Virginia poli-

that seeks to ‘blindfold’ redistricting authorities from any

tics, knew that the commission’s results and the process

law firm Jenner & Block LLP. “Empowering some ‘non-

no illusion that this was going to be embraced,” he said,

political information is misguided,” wrote Sam Hirsch of
24

partisan’ body to redraw districts absent any knowledge
of voter-registration data, the locations of candidates’

residences, and recent election returns is a cure that may

prove to be worse than the disease.” Redistricting is more
likely to work if “partisan fairness [is] an express criterion,” he wrote.

In mid-April, the General Assembly passed HB 5001,

in general would be politically charged. “I was under

adding that neither Democrats nor Republicans embraced

the nonpartisan plan because the plan didn’t protect party
interests as well as politicians could on their own. “[The

politicians’ actions showed] the weakness of being advi-

sory. Our power was limited to moral suasion; and when
seats are up for grabs, that has minimal impact.”

Summing up the redistricting process, Cable repeated

are employed by other states, including an advisory comGeneral Assembly for debate or an up-or-down vote; a

process led by legislative staffers who draw maps based
on demographics and legal requirements; a commission

created by the General Assembly that, as per the legisla-

even suggesting that current action could set the stage for
a statutory commission in 2030, purposefully pushing the
date of enactment far beyond today’s prognostications

of who will hold the reins of power. “I believe Virginia

should do it [enact a statutory commission]. The public is
very cynical about government and elected politics and
believe they don’t have their voice heard.”

Credibility aside, whether the political will for a con-

tion the body passes, binds the lawmakers to abide by the

stitutional amendment exists is another matter entirely. “I

eral Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission;

an independent, bipartisan commission,” Whipple wrote.

commission’s maps, much like Congress vis-à-vis the feda process in which Republican and Democratic commis-

sion members and members of the public submit competing maps to an independent chairman for approval, and
maps are judged solely on the basis of county integrity,

partisan fairness, and competitiveness; a commission of
judges, perhaps with nonpartisan citizens; or a process

continue to favor the enactment of legislation to establish
“However, there was no interest on the part of the House

of Delegates to do so. Unless circumstances and membership change markedly, I doubt that such legislation will
pass.” Regarding political will, Fiddler was more blunt:
“Nope. Victors love spoils.”

The complexity and variation of possible reforms might

by which a commission comprised of good-government

also hinder substantive discussion. Each approach has

campaign to call attention to gerrymandering, thereby

judges would be likely to overlook “communities of inter-

groups and citizens draws maps and conducts a public
pressuring the General Assembly.

“More than a third of all state constitutions in the Unit-

potential drawbacks. Fiddler noted that a commission of

est.” For instance, a long, narrow district stretching along
a river might not be geographically compact, but the dis-

which was vetoed in late April by McDonnell. Comparing

a frustration the commission often heard in the public

ed States authorize redistricting commissions or boards

maps prior to the governor’s veto, Cable and Kidd wrote

They belong to the voters. They’re not being designed that

of legislative deadlock,” wrote Hirsch. “About a dozen

commission chairman, said he supported the idea of a

redraw state-legislative districts in the first instance, and

legislators from the process was necessary. He imagines

HB 5001 maps with commission and college-competition
that the bill creates “worse legislative districts than are
currently in place, according to criteria articulated by

Gov. McDonnell and strongly endorsed by citizens in
public hearings around the commonwealth: They are

forums. “These districts don’t belong to the legislators.
way,” he said.

28

Possibilities for reform
If the prospects for reform are ever going to see a

less compact, increase the number of cities and counties

window of opportunity, some advocates say, that window

communities of interest. … If the districts in HB5001 are

change exist in many variations; the most drastic depar-

split between legislative districts, and disrupt established
not amended and improved, the 2011 redistricting process
will mark a decade of decline for commonsense standards
of representation in the House of Delegates and Virginia
Senate.” (See a comparison of Richmond-area maps on
19

page 12.)

The veto led to a compromise plan signed by the gov26

ernor in late April, a move defended as more balanced
27
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other, more-nuanced remedies for reform, some of which

Wrote Fiddler, “The [commission] was toothless and

percent Democrat, adjustments can be made to the maps.

14

sion, Ukrop said, adding that House Republicans and Sen-

of Arizona’s redistricting-by-commission process allows

for a “check” at the end: If, for instance, the state leans 60

Along with a statutory commission, sources listed

than HB 5001 but denounced by the Virginia Redistricting
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to draw districts, either initially or as a backup in cases
states vest commissions with the primary authority to

about half of those states have done likewise for congressional districts.”

24,25

Fresh off the 2011 redistricting process, legislators may

may be open now, however slim its opening. Methods for

be loathe to pick up the subject again, but advocates ac-

ture from current practice is to grant statutory authority

need to begin surfacing soon, before either party can

to an independent commission, entirely removing the
process from the General Assembly. Such a commis-

sion, empowered by law, would require a constitutional
amendment, necessitating General Assembly approval
twice—once in a session and again in the subsequent

session—followed by approval on the ballot in the next
general election.

10

knowledge that the momentum for such a change would
predict the balance of power in 2020.

“Who knows who’s going to be in power in 2020?”

Ukrop asked. “It makes sense to me that legislators would

trict’s residents may share common workforce issues.

Reflecting on the commission’s results, Holsworth, the

statutory commission, but he wasn’t sure that eliminating
a give-and-take process in which legislators don’t draw
maps but they’re able to approve maps, allowing them

input without absolute control. Holsworth said that legislators, like a commission, represent the public, and he

respected the knowledge elected officials have of the communities in which they live. “Something that maintains

a role for the legislature would absolutely be required in
Virginia [to have a chance of passing].”

Powell acknowledged the uphill battle facing those

address it in this legislative session.”

who would push for a statutory commission. “It’s a tough

statutory commission will be formed, Hebert said. “I

against [reform].” Without a change in the mood of politi-

The closer the discussion is to 2020, the less likely a

think it has to happen sooner rather than later,” he said,

issue to motivate people around. The process is stacked
cians and the increased pressure of public awareness,
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Richmond, while some maps were “unrealistic,” stacking

15

Powell said it was hard to imagine diving back into the
fray, but he added, “You never say never.”

Conclusion
Virginia gerrymandering can be traced to Patrick

Henry’s 1779 attempt to redraw Virginia’s 5th Congres-

sional District to favor his own party. Into the 1990s and
2000s, the majority party redrew district boundaries for

partisan advantage.29 With the emergence of sophisticated
mapping software, Cable wrote, “Our elected officials

now have the precise ability to choose their voters, rather
than the other way around.”4

By empowering the public with the same software,

perhaps the trend ought to be reversed. As Ukrop ques-

tioned, why conduct redistricting in the same fashion just
because it has always been done this way?

“It’s not rocket science,” Armstrong said, “particularly

when you have these very sophisticated computer programs where anyone can draw lines.”

The complexity of achieving reform, however, may

prove to be on par with rocket science.
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